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Abstract
Changes in the P wave, QRS complex, ST segment, and T wave during and after maximal exercise were quantitatively analysed in 116 healthy women with a mean age of 39. The corrected orthogonal Frank lead electrocardiogram was continuously recorded and computer processed during bicycle ergometry. With exercise, maximal spatial P wave vectors shifted downward. The Q wave amplitude became more negative and the R wave amplitude diminished considerably in leads X and Y; the S wave amplitude decreased only slightly in these leads. The QRS vectors shifted towards right and posteriorly during exertion and a further shift in the same direction was seen in the recovery period. The ST segment amplitude 60 ms after the J point decreased with exertion and became negative at heart rates above 140 beats per minute, in particular in lead Y. ST segment depression increased with age. The T wave amplitude decreased during exercise and increased sharply in the recovery period. Though mean R wave amplitude in leads X and Y became more negative with exercise, this response was unpredictable in individual women.

The exercise induced changes in QRS vectors in women resembled those described in men. Changes in the amplitude of the R wave should not be used for the diagnosis of coronary disease in women. ST segment depression was more pronounced in the inferiorly oriented lead Y than in lead X but it was unrelated to changes in the QRS vectors in these leads.

Exercise electrocardiography is an established method of predicting the presence of coronary disease in men but its value in women remains controversial. Some studies have described considerable ST segment depression induced by exercise in symptom free women and in those with no angiographic evidence of coronary obstructions. Others claim that the value of the exercise test in women is similar to that in men or that the high number of false positive tests in women can be attributed solely to their low prevalence of coronary disease. One study suggested that the diagnostic value of the test in women could be improved if exercise induced QRS changes were taken into account. Given these discrepancies, it is surprising that we know of no quantitative study of exercise induced electrocardiographic changes in women. Therefore, and in an attempt to elucidate possible sex differences in this response, we studied the electrocardiographic changes of the P wave, QRS complex, ST segment, and T wave during and after exercise in 116 female volunteers presumed to be free of cardiac disease.

Subjects and methods
One hundred and sixteen women performed a single exercise test. All were healthy volunteers without chest pain and without a history of cardiovascular disease. They had a normal electrocardiogram at rest, blood pressure of $\leq 165/95$ mm Hg, and a fasting serum cholesterol concentration $< 6.7$ mmol/l. Smoking history was not taken into account. They were not taking any medication. None had auscultatory findings suggestive of mitral valve prolapse or other forms of valve disease. Their mean (SD) age was 39 (10) years. Exercise tests were performed in the second half of 1978. After a mean follow up period of more than four years, none of them had died although seven could not be traced or had emigrated.

The electrocardiograms of these seven women were reviewed separately but were retained in the study because their electrocardiographic amplitudes fell within the 5th and 95th percentile limits of the other women. The women exercised seated on a calibrated bicycle ergometer. The workload was increased by 10 W per minute. The test was terminated when the subjects neared exhaustion. Cycling was continued at a low load for 4 minutes after peak exercise. The electrocardiogram was recorded through corrected orthogonal Frank leads with the chest electrodes at the level of the fifth intercostal space. The F electrode was placed on the sacrum and the H electrode on the neck. Careful attention was paid to proper preparation of the skin and fixation of the electrodes and wires. The electrocardiograms were computer processed as described in detail elsewhere. In brief, the three orthogonal leads were sampled for 20 seconds with the subject at rest seated, every minute during exercise, and within six minutes of the end of exercise. The sampling frequency was 250 Hz. Beats showing abnormal QRS complexes or excessive baseline drift were rejected. An average representative complex was calculated from the remaining beats. Templates were used to define the onset...
and termination of QRS complexes. The resting electrocardiogram of each subject was analysed with a general template. After visual inspection and validation of the reference points, patient specific templates were calculated and recorded. The onset, peak, and end of the P and the T wave were also determined. For each lead, Q, R, and S waves were located. The baseline level was defined as the mean signal amplitude 5 to 3 samples (20 to 12 ms) before the QRS onset. All amplitudes were measured relative to this baseline. ST denotes the ST amplitude 60 ms after the J point. Orthogonal electrocardiographic amplitudes were converted to 12 lead electrocardiogram V5 amplitude according to Dower.

**STATISTICAL ANALYSIS**

Statistical analysis, which included paired t tests to compare ST segment amplitudes and linear regression analysis and analysis of variance of electrocardiographic and clinical variables, was performed with the BMDP statistical program. Probability values of < 0.05 were regarded as significant.

**Results**

The mean (SD) maximum workload achieved with exercise was 156 (32) W and the peak heart rate rose to 170 (16) beats/min. Systolic blood pressure rose from 137 (17) mm Hg at rest to 195 (18) mm Hg at peak exercise. Maximum heart rate and workload achieved decreased with age (table 1).

**ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC CHANGES**

**P wave**

The interval between the maximal spatial magnitude of the P wave and the onset of QRS complex decreased during exercise and lengthened again in the recovery period. Figure 1 shows the mean values of P amplitude in leads X, Y, and Z at increasing heart rates during exercise and at decreasing heart rates in the recovery period. P wave amplitude in leads X and Y (especially in lead Y) increased with exercise. The changes represent a gradual shift in the maximal P wave amplitude anteriorly, leftwards, and downwards. P wave amplitude at corresponding heart rates was higher in the recovery period than during exercise.

**Figure 1** Changes in maximal P wave amplitude in Frank leads X, Y, and Z in women at heart rates of 80, 100, 120, 140, and 160 beats/min during exercise, and at heart rates of 160, 140, and 120 beats per minute during recovery.

**Figure 2** Changes in maximal Q wave amplitude in Frank leads X, Y, and Z in women at different heart rates during exercise and recovery.

**Figure 3** Changes in maximal R wave amplitude in Frank leads X, Y, and Z in women at different heart rates during exercise and recovery.

**Figure 4** Individual changes in R wave amplitude in lead X during exercise in women. Measurements were made in relation to baseline R wave values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Mean (SD) maximal heart rate, achieved workload, and ST segment amplitudes at peak exercise measured 80 ms after J in Frank leads X and Y in 116 healthy women in three age groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Age (yr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak heart rate (beats/min)</td>
<td>170 (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workload (W)</td>
<td>172 (32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STs lead X (mV)</td>
<td>30 (51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STs lead Y (mV)</td>
<td>10 (50)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 2  Changes in R wave amplitude during exercise in Frank leads X and Y in 116 healthy women

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lead X</th>
<th>Lead Y</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increase &gt; 0-1 mV (%)</td>
<td>7 (6)</td>
<td>6 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No change (%)</td>
<td>70 (60)</td>
<td>7 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decrease &gt; 0-1 mV (%)</td>
<td>31 (27)</td>
<td>65 (56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decrease &gt; 0-2 mV (%)</td>
<td>8 (7)</td>
<td>38 (33)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

QRS COMPLEX
There was no significant change in QRS duration during exercise. The Q wave became more negative in leads X and Y at the end of exercise and less negative in lead Z (fig 2). The R wave decreased during exercise in leads X and Y but became slightly more positive at the end of the test in lead Z (fig 3).

Though the amplitude of the R wave decreased significantly during exercise, this response was extremely variable. Figure 4 shows the changes in R wave amplitude in lead X plotted against heart rate and the corresponding values at rest. In lead X at peak exercise the amplitude of the R wave decreased by at least 0-1 mV in 39 of the 116 women. Table 2 shows additional information on the R wave changes during exercise. In concordance with the R wave response, the amplitude of the S wave increased considerably at the end of exercise in leads X and Y, but remained unchanged in lead Z (fig 5). Taken as a whole the changes in the QRS complex correspond to a gradual shift of QRS vectors during exercise rightwards and posteriorly, with a further shift in the same direction in the recovery period.

ST segment
ST segment amplitudes in leads X and Y decreased with increases in heart rate, but significantly more so in the inferiorly oriented lead. Figures 6A and 6B show ST segment amplitude in leads X and Y plotted against heart rate. Many of the ST measurements were in the lower range or even outside the 5 and 95 percentile limits previously reported in male volunteers. ST segment depression was significantly (p < 0-001) more pronounced in lead Y than in lead X at heart rate between 100 and 160 beats/min. For instance, in lead X at a heart rate of 140 beats/min mean (SD) ST 60 was -0-015 (0-032) (ST 80, 0-019 (0-040)) mV. At the same heart rate in lead Y, ST 60 was -0-037 (0-046) mV (ST 80 -0-021 (0-055) mV). ST 60 in the computed lead VS at a heart rate of 140 beats/min was also negative (-0-011) (ST 60, 0-028) mV. ST segment amplitudes in leads X and Y became less negative at very high heart rate levels. To test the hypothesis that the different ST segment response in leads X and Y was related to changes in, or absolute values of, R wave amplitude, ST segment amplitude changes were adjusted for R wave amplitude at rest and at peak exercise in the various leads. No relation, however, was found between these electrocardiographic variables. ST segment amplitude became more negative with increasing age (table 1), and was thus associated with changes in heart rate as well as with age. This was particularly true in lead Y at heart rates of <160 beats per minute. Figure 7 shows ST segment changes during exercise in relation to the ST segment amplitudes in these leads at rest; this shows the different behaviour of the
ST segment response in lead X and Y during exercise in women.

T wave
During exercise the QT interval gradually shortened. T wave amplitude decreased early during exercise, but increased sharply in all leads immediately after the end of exertion (fig 8). There was a shift of the T wave rightwards and superiorly that was linearly dependent on heart rate during exercise.

Discussion
The continuing controversy about the clinical significance of electrocardiographic changes in women during exercise has limited the usefulness of the test. Reference values for the exercise induced electrocardiographic changes and variations in this response have been accurately established in men, but not in women.

Our study had limitations. We studied healthy women with a mean age of 39 years; the results may be different in older women with symptoms who are screened for coronary artery disease in various clinical or outpatient settings. Also the exercise tests were performed ten years ago; but we doubt that there were significant secular trends in the characteristics of healthy women during this time. The observed association between age and ST segment change should be considered in the light of the small number of elderly women in our study group. The study subjects did perform a maximal stress test—as indicated by the workload achieved, the peak heart rate, and systolic blood pressure.

Our study showed that with exercise maximal P wave vectors shifted predominantly downwards, whereas maximal QRS vectors shifted to the right and posteriorly. The observed changes in P wave, QRS complex, and T wave in women resemble those described in men.

Bonoris et al and Baron et al suggested that an increase in R wave amplitude during exercise was of diagnostic importance, but the present results, indicating a highly unpredictable individual R wave response, do not support this. Others were also unable to confirm the diagnostic value of R wave amplitude changes. Part of the reported differences between R wave changes in subjects with and without coronary disease may be the result of differences in peak heart rate during the test. For example, Ilesley et al found that women with coronary disease had lower peak heart rates than those without (107 beats/min v 130 beats/min). In our study, mean R wave amplitude decreased during peak exercise in leads X and Y, but individual R wave changes were highly variable. In many tests R wave amplitude did not change or even increased either at the end of exercise or during lower levels of exercise. This phenomenon, also reported by others, shows that R wave changes should not be used for the diagnosis of coronary disease in women. We performed a detailed analysis of the change in ST segment amplitude during exercise. ST segment amplitude in leads X and Y decreased significantly as heart rate increased: these changes which were augmented by age, were most noticeable in lead Y at heart rates of 120–160 beats/min. Our data indicate that in response to exercise S wave vectors behaved similarly in these leads, making it unlikely that the behaviour of the S wave was responsible for this finding. Like others, we did not find a relation between the height of the R wave and subsequent ST segment depression in that lead.

Many reports have examined the diagnostic and prognostic value of exercise induced ST segment changes in women. In symptom free, healthy volunteers, ST segment depression of ≥ 1 mm was reported in 2% to 50% of middle aged women. In follow up studies, exercise induced ST segment depression proved to be a poor predictor of future coronary events in symptom free women and in those with atypical chest complaints. In a review by Guiteras et al, the specificity of the exercise electrocardiogram in women with normal coronary arteries ranged from 63% to 92%. Leading studies that compared ST segment changes in women with those in men always found that the specificity in men was slightly higher. For example, in the large series reported by Weiner et al, the specificity of the electrocardiographic response to exercise in the total population was 74% in men compared with 64% in women. However, in a paired subgroup matched for age and the presence and extent of coronary artery disease, no statistically significant differences were found between men and women in the percentages of false positive and false negative results. Although the present findings suggest that there is indeed a different ST segment response with higher heart rates in men and women, these conclusions have to be interpreted with some caution. The two studies were not performed at the same time in our institution and the mean age of the men was higher. On the other hand, given the predominance of younger women in this study and the observation that ST segment depression increases with age, the present study may actually have underestimated the prevalence of ST segment depression in middle aged women. The conclusion that the prevalence of ST segment depression in women increases with age is supported by other reports.
The present quantitative data indicate that ST segment depression is especially common in women at high heart rates in the inferiorly oriented lead Y. Sketch et al. reported that a higher ST segment depression was more common in leads II, III, and aVF in 46 women with significant coronary disease.1 Guiteras et al. too found that the specificity of the exercise induced ST segment depression in women was dependent on the electrocardiographic lead chosen, with lowest specificity in leads II, III, aVF, V5, and CM5.2

Mechanisms that may contribute to the changes in P waves, QRS complexes, and ST segment during exercise have been summarised elsewhere.1720 Changes in the position of electrodes relative to the heart, in the ionic balance, in haematoctic, and in intracardiac volume have all been implicated. There is no evidence that any one of these mechanisms acts differently in the two sexes and it seems unlikely that any of these factors can explain the different ST segment response to exercise in women. On the other hand, the observation that ST segment depression during exercise is more common in women cannot be explained solely by the lower incidence of coronary disease in women.1 Other studies are warrant-ed to identify this so-called non-Bayesian factor.

Our results indicate that in women exercise induced a downward shift of maximal P vectors and a shift rightwards and posteriorly of QRS vectors. This resembled the response in healthy men. Changes in R wave amplitude were unpredictable and should not be used for the diagnosis of coronary disease in women. ST segment depression increased with heart rate and with age. ST segment depression was more pronounced in lead Y than in lead X, though changes in S wave amplitude were similar in both leads.
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